Abstract-Velocity has a non-neglectable influence on the handover delay experienced by a user if the handover is triggered on a radio-signal-measurement (RSM) based handover scheme. Previous publications have theoretically derived the minimal required overlap of adjacent radio cells for a zero delay handover if signal averaging (low-pass filtering) and a hysteresis margin are employed in the handover decision process. This paper presents for the first time a practical verification of those results by employing real world channel traces from a high-speed train scenario and considering the effects of an existing radio front-end due to the latter's receiver sensitivity. Also, in addition to related work, we adapt a time-discrete analytical model for comparing theoretical findings with channel trace based results which is closer to an implementation sampling the radio channel's quality at distinct time intervals.
I. INTRODUCTION
Next generation wireless local area networks (WLANs) provide throughput rates of several 100 Mbit/s by improving the efficiency of the MAC and incorporating advanced MIMO system. Even though the IEEE standardization body is still working on the final ratification of 802.11n [1] incorporating these features, the IEEE 802.11 working group in conjunction with other research projects have already started working on further enhancements providing even higher throughput [2] - [4] . Apart from exploring multi-user diversity including dynamic OFDM schemes [5] - [8] , devices will also operate within the 60 GHz frequency band to achieve very high throughput. As emitted radiation power is limited, the coverage area of each WLAN radio cell will shrink especially for the higher frequency band.
Along with the fact of extremely reduced cell sizes comes another challenge: handover is not longer a seldom event. As attenuation limits the cell size of an office environment to only a few meters, the dwell time of a mobile user in a cell may be in the order of only a few seconds emphasizing the need for an efficient scheme providing a seamless handover. Accordingly, researchers intensively focused on approaches reducing the time spent on the handover. Tabl I [9] classifies the best, currently published approaches according to the different handover phases.
Accordingly, the delay associated with handover detection and decision may be reduced to 0 ms. The underlying system model assumes that the decision when to switch from one AP to the other is based on a radio-signal-strength-based [10] , [11] [12], [13] 0 ms n/a 0 ms n/a [14] [15], [16] 3.5 ms (plus 10 ms for channel switch) [17] 10 ms n/a (only single frequency networks; low user mobility) (RSM-based) algorithm. The latter employs a low-pass filter to equalized short term fading as well as an hysteresis margin to avoid oscillation of the station between two APs. The authors clearly show how the mobile's velocity affects the handover delay finally yielding to requirements regarding the minimal overlap of adjacent radio cells in order to enable a zero-delay handover. Nevertheless, the work presented in [10] - [14] has two shortcomings: The used attenuation model only accounts for log-normal path loss but not for short term fading. Also, the presented analysis models the low-path filter as a timecontineous process which does not correspond to the discrete sampling of the radio channel used as an input for the filtering process.
Extending the findings of this previous work, this paper's novelties are:
• accounting for a casual, discrete non-recursive low-pass filter applicable to existing implementations; • the utilization of real channel traces for the performance evaluation; as well as • the consideration of the effects of having existing radio front-ends on obtaining signal strength samples.
Hereby, this paper presents for the first time a practical verification of the theoretical findings in [12] and [14] . The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces the system model in accordance to [12] . Afterwards, Section III focuses on how to derive the minimal requirements regarding the overlap of adjacent radio cells in order to guarantee a zero delay handover. Therein, we firstly present a pure analytical solution assuming an ideal AWGN, log-normal channel model (Section III-A). Secondly, we describe how we use a empirical channel traces in a simulation to obtain equivalent overlap requirements (Section III-B). Finally, Section IV exemplarily compares the results from the analysis and simulation.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In accordance to [12] , we consider two access points AP 1 and AP 2 separated by distance D (c.f. Figure 1 ). Both APs regularly announce at a frequency f their existence by a pilot tone or frame which also enables acquiring samples of the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) μ 1 (d) and μ 2 (d) from either AP giving the distance d between mobile to the corresponding AP. The mobile travels in a straight line at velocity v from one AP to the other and may retrieve samples of the received power from either AP without being able to successfully decode the received information as documented in [18] . The mobile exchanges user data with the AP having the larger signal. Hence, a handover from
where h is a hysteresis margin avoiding predominant oscillation between the APs andμ(·) denotes to a received signal after applying a non-casual, discrete lowpass filter having N delay elements (c.f. Fig. 2 ). Such filtering avoids false handovers due to short term fading. In order to enable a zero-delay handover, the later has to occur while the mobile is within the coverage are of both APs.
For the analytical part, we assume for μ(·) a log-normal path loss model (ideal AWGN channel) whereas for the simulation, we use a empirical channel model based on channel traces as measured between a high-speed train moving at several hundred km/h and a trackside AP operating in the 3.5 GHz band. Details for either of the two channel models are given in the following sections. Also, it should be noted that this system model only focuses on the handover decision phase and does not account for handover delay associated by the network discovery phase nor for any required signal between mobile and AP a prior (association phase) which may be reduced to zero as shown in [9] .
III. DERIVATION OF REQUIRED OVERLAP FOR ZERO-DELAY HANDOVER

A. Analytical Solution 1) Channel Modelling:
The signal power μ in [dB] received by the mobile at distance d is given by
where K 1 represents the transmission and reception antenna gain, K 2 the environment-specific attenuation of the channel, and d the distance of the mobile to the AP emitting μ [19] .
2) Low-Pass Filtering: As samples of the received signal strength can only be obtained for each transmission of a beacon frame or pilot, we describe this behavior by a sequence 
The time required to propagate receive power samples from the input of the filter (μ[·]) to its output (μ [·] ) is given by the group delay τ g (·)
where ϕ(Ω) = (1 − N )Ω/2 is the phase shift of the transfer function of the given filter averaging the last N radio signal strength values [20] . Hence, for a sample frequency f , the handover decision employing a low-pass filter σ LPF is delayed by
3) Hysteresis Margin: The optimal handover decision involving a hysteresis margin should occur when obtaining the n opt th sample of the received power such that
which simplifies using Eqs. (3) and (1) to
yielding to
Df v
assuming that the decision occurs as early as possible, i.e., for the smallest possible n opt . This corresponds to the distance of the mobile to the originating AP given by n opt · v/f at which the mobile has to be within the overlap of adjacent cells in order to enable a zero handover delay. According to [12] , we assume a neglectfully small overlap of adjacent cells requiring the handover to occur in the middle of the two APs at D/2. Passing the latter point without triggering a handover results in a handover delay given by
4) Overlap Requirements for Zero Delay Handover:
The total handover delay σ total = σ LPF + σ HM describes the interim between the mobile passing D/2 and the point at which the handover from the old to the new AP is triggered. The latter has to be within the overlapping region to avoid loss of connectivity, hence:
Defining the overlapping ratio p of adjacent cells as
where R is the radius of each AP's coverage area, we can use the relation
in combination with Equations (7), (13), (15) to obtain the minimal required overlap ratio p min for zero delay handover
which simplifies for
B. Simulation Employing Empirical Channel Model 1) Empirical Channel Model:
The attenuation pattern imposed on the received signal at a given distance is varied according to channel traces. The latter are obtained from the Transrapid high speed (bullet) train passing access points operating at 3.5 GHz and being positioned along the track. For proprietary reasons , Fig 3(a) shows only the moving average of obtained RSSI samples. The magnification in Fig 3(b) reveals that the received signal is actually experiences very severe, short-term fading. In order to allow a comparison with the previously presented analysis, we use the characterization of the receive antenna to convert RSSI samples in dB values. Hereby, we employ the 10th-degree approximation of the empirical reception characteristics as illustrated in Fig 3(c) .
2) Simulation Set-Up: Two access points are positioned D apart and emit every 1/f seconds a frame allowing the mobile to obtain a sample the receive signal strength. If the mobile cannot obtain a sample within 1/f + seconds, a value of −120 dB is assumed which is well below the receiver sensitivity. The mobile travels at a given, constant velocity v directly form one AP to the other. Only packets received from the AP whose low-pass-fltered receive signal μ is by h dB larger than the other's are decoded which allows a quantification of the experienced handover delay in accordance to the "access point transition time metric" defined by the IEEE 802.11 draft recommended practice on wireless performance prediction as the time between the last successful reception of a (user) data frame via the originating AP and the first successful reception via the destination AP [21]. Accordingly, the smallest possible (measurable) handover delay depends on the inter-packet arrival time whose expected mean in this particular set-up should not be below 1/f . 1 The distance between APs D is increased from a small value (resulting in a large overlap of the APs' coverage) until the expected mean of the access point transition time starts to exceed 1/f with a statistic significance. At this point, the resulting overlap is the one required for a zero delay handover (within the limits of the measurement granularity of 1/f ). To determine the overlap, we herein define the radius R of the coverage area to be the distance, where the expected mean of the received radio signal falls below the radio receiver's reception sensitivity. Figure 4 shows the minimal required overlap derived from the analysis (using an ideal AWGN channel) and the simulation (using empirical channel traces) for parameters given in Table II . 2 Results differ by less than 1%; for large velocities, analytical results even fall within the 95% confidence interval of simulation based overlap requirements. Nevertheless, we observed the general trend that overlap requirements obtained from the simulation using real channel traces are slightly below those gained from the analysis which can be explained by the behavior of the underlying channel model. For both results, larger velocities require a larger overlap enabling a zero delay handover. The slight difference in the analytical and empercal results can be explained as follows:
IV. COMPARISON OF ANALYSIS AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The trace-based channel model does not allow the reception of packets once the mobile leaves the coverage area of the AP. Hence, a sample of the RSSI value cannot be retrieved within 1/f + and we feed a value of −120dB in the low pass filter. This value is actually well below the receivers sensitivity threshold (at approximately −80dB and results that the output signal of the low pass filter decreases rather fast once the mobile leaves the AP's coverage area.
In contrast, the analytical, AWGN channel does not model the behavior resulting from such a receiver sensitivity threshold and hence continuously considers channel samples fading over distance at log-normal scale. Hence, the slope of the lowpass filtered signal is lower at large distances and the handoff conditionμ 2 (d) ≥μ 1 (d) + h is reached at a later time. This results a slightly larger overlap. Spoken from an operator's deployment point of view, this difference can be ignored as it is practically in the order of a few meters. Comparing the results from a discrete, analytical model and those of a simulation employing real world channel traces, this paper validated for the first time the mere theoretical findings in [12] assuming a time-continuous acquisition of the channel's attenuation characteristic.
In our future work, we plan to extend the analysis and simulation to a system model where the mobile does not move directly form one AP to the other but instead moves at a random trajectory between multiple APs. Such results will allow to assess overlap requirements for scenarios other than typical vehicular environments for which mobiles are bound to travel along the road / railway track.
